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Abstract
The distance protection, or distance relay, is a type of protection system responsible for
detecting faults in power system lines and adopting the necessary actions to isolate the fault.
This device contributes to the security and reliability of the system, avoiding loss of load
or loss of synchronism in case of disturbances. Therefore its correct operation is of major
importance.
The operation of distance relays is influenced by different internal and external factors,
compromising its performance. To improve the accuracy of these systems new solutions are
being studied.
Then, in this dissertation the influence of external factors; namely pre-fault load condi-
tion, intermediate in-feeds and heavy load; is studied and a neural network based fault lo-
cation scheme is proposed to improve the performance of the distance protection. To create
and evaluate the performance of the solution proposed a data set is generated encompassing
different pre-fault and fault conditions for a given test system. The data set created is then
used for training the neural networks. To finalize the performance of the solution proposed is
compared with the performance of a mho relay.
The results show that neural networks are an efficient tool for improving the distance pro-
tection performance.
Key Words: Distance Protection, Pre-Fault Load Flow, In-feed, Heavy Load, Neural
Network
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Specification
Power systems are subjected to several disturbances during normal operation. The correct
detection of these disturbances and adoption of the necessary recovery actions is of major
importance, so that the system regains its stable operating point without occurring loss of
load or, in the worst case scenario, loss of stability. This function is performed by protective
devices.
The distance protection, or distance relay, is one of these devices. Its main application is
in the protection of transmission lines, therefore the objective of the distance protection is to
detect line faults and isolate, as quickly as possible, the faulted line. The correct fulfilment
of this objective depends on a number of factors related to the measuring accuracy of the
elements that compose the distance protection and its setting by the protection engineer.
The relay operates incorrectly when the measured impedance is different from the real
short-circuit impedance between the relay location and the fault location or when the impedance
seen by the relay during normal operating condition is less than a certain setted threshold
value. The incorrect operation of the relay may be classified into two different situations[7]:
• Underreach: the relay does not operate for a disturbance inside its protection zone.
The relay does not operate when it should.
• Overreach: the relay operates for disturbances external to its protection zone. The
relay operates when it should not.
Different causes may be in the origin of underreach and overreach situations. Among
these, the influence of intermediate in-feeds, pre-fault load conditions and heavy load condi-
tions are the problems in study in this dissertation:
• Intermediate In-feeds
The intermediate in-feeds consist of injections of current, located between the relay
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location and the fault location, that influence the apparent impedance measured by the
relay leading the relay to operate incorrectly.
• Pre-fault Condition
As the intermediate in-feeds, the pre-fault load condition may cause a deformation in
the impedance measured by the relay, provoking an incorrect operation.
• Heavy Load Condition
When the system is under an heavy load condition the relay may operate incorrectly
since the apparent impedance measured may be under a setted threshold value that
defines the protective reach of the relay.
1.2 Methodology
The final objective of this dissertation is to propose a solution, based on neural networks,
capable of improving the performance of distance protection. To do so, one must understand
the distance protection, know its operating errors, analyse this errors and, finally, create an
adequate solution. The development process of this dissertation is as follows:
1. Overview on Distance Protection (see chapter 2)
The first phase is basically understanding all aspects related to the distance protection,
namely the importance of its correct operation, its principles of operation and operating
errors. Besides a review on the applications developed to improve the operation of the
distance protection is also presented.
2. Distance Protection Simulated Study (see chapter 3)
Once the problem is specified and the works developed on distance protection are re-
viewed, the next step is to analyse the behaviour of a distance relay installed on a given
test system. To do so a simulation is created, whose objective is to sample different
pre-fault conditions and fault locations on the test system (in this simulation only three
phase faults were considered). With the analysis of the test system and simulation re-
sults the problem in study is characterized. Besides the incorrect operations of the relay
are identified for a certain data sample generated with the simulation created.
3. Improving the Performance of Distance Protection (see chapter 4)
In the final phase the solution developed is presented. This solution is modelled based
on the results of the analysis carried out and on the incorrect relay operations identified
in the data set generated. Since the operation of the relay is basically a classification
procedure, and it is known that neural networks have the capacity of classifying patterns
in a more precise way [8], this method is the basis of the solution proposed. Therefore
the adequacy of neural networks to discriminate non fault from fault conditions is eval-
uated. Besides their capacity of establishing a relation between the pre-fault and fault
conditions is tested. In short, this phase involves presenting the building blocks of the
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neural network based distance protection, analysing its capacity for solving the prob-
lems in study and, finally, determining if this solution improves the relay operation.
1.3 Research Questions and Thesis
• What is the influence of the pre-fault condition on the impedance measured by the
distance protection?
• What is the influence of in-feeds in the impedance measured by the distance protection?
• Which are the errors in the distance protection performance due to in-feeds, pre-fault
conditions and heavy load conditions?
• Can neural networks learn the relationship between pre-fault and short-circuit condi-
tions?
• Can neural networks improve the performance of the distance protection?
Thesis: computational intelligence techniques may improve the performance of the
distance relay.
4 Introduction
Chapter 2
Overview on Distance Protection
2.1 Power System Protection
Electrical Energy is one of the main power resources of the contemporary society. Electri-
cal power availability is a critical necessity: the power system must be able to supply the exact
amount of energy needed at the correct voltage and frequency. Frequent or prolonged inter-
ruptions in power supply can cause severe disruptions in modern social routine. To achieve the
desired standards of economy, reliability and security a careful planning, design, installation
and operation is needed. With the growing installed capacity and power system complexity
the requirements of reliability and economy present an even greater challenge and make the
power system design a compromise [4].
To the consumer of electricity the power appears to be always available, yet the operation
of power systems is constantly being subjected to disturbances derived from load changes,
faults created by natural causes, equipment damage or operator failure. In most disturbances
cases the power system is able to maintain its quasi-steady state due to its large dimension
(when compared to the size of individual loads and generators) and correct operation of pro-
tection devices [7] .
Power system protection is the area of power engineering concerned with the design, im-
plementation and operation of protection devices, called ’relays’ or ’protective relays’. These
devices have the function of detecting abnormal power system conditions and adopt the neces-
sary actions, as rapidly as possible, in order to return the power system to its normal operation
mode [7].
To achieve the desired performance the relays must fulfil the following requirements [4]:
• Sensitivity: this characteristic is related to the relay minimum operating level, the lower
this parameter is the more sensible the relay becomes.
• Speed: is the relay capacity to isolate faults as quickly as possible, minimizing the
damage in power system equipment, safeguarding the continuity of supply and avoiding
the loss of synchronism and consequent collapse of the power system.
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• Stability: is the ability of the relay to remain unaffected by occurrences outside its
protection zone, namely external faults or heavy load conditions.
• Selectivity: is the ability of isolating only the faulted zone.
The optimal implementation and coordination of protective relays is obtained taking into
account the objectives referred above, the topology of the system to be protected, the typical
scenarios of operation and the probable fault occurrences.
2.2 Protection of Transmission Lines
Transmission systems are interconnected circuits, composed by meshed lines, with nor-
mally more than one source of voltage. Usually, the topology of these systems increases the
difficulty of coordinating protective devices since the current may flow in different directions
depending on the location of the fault[2]. The protection of transmission lines may be accom-
plished by different types of relaying techniques, namely the directional overcurrent relay, the
pilot relay and the distance relay:
• Directional Overcurrent Relay
Overcurrent relays are the simplest and cheapest form of transmission lines protection,
however the correct coordination of these devices is the most difficult to achieve[2].
These type of relays are also very susceptible to the relative source impedances and
system condition [1].
• Pilot Relay
Pilot relays operating principle is based on the combination of the observations from
both ends of the protected line. This protection concept provides an increase on selec-
tivity, which leads to a greater security of operation. The downside of these systems is
that they cost more than the ones where the trip decision is made with local measure-
ments only[2].
• Distance Relay
Distance relays represent the first option for replacing overcurrent relays when these are
considered inadequate for a certain function [2]. These type of relaying devices are not
affected nearly as much as overcurrent relays to relative source impedances and system
conditions[1]. Other advantages offered by distance relays are the integrated fault lo-
cation function, the possibility of being applied as a remote back-up protection[1] and
the wide variety of characteristics, which make the option for these devices the most
adequate for certain applications [2].
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2.3 Distance Protection
Distance protection is the basis of transmission lines protection. The distance relay is non-
unit protection device whose mode of operation is based on the comparison of a measured
short-circuit impedance, which is proportional to the distance to the fault, with a pre-defined
impedance value [1].
2.3.1 Operating Principle
The impedance of a transmission line is proportional to its length, so by determining the
fault impedance, from the measured short circuit voltage and current at the relay location, is
possible to identify the location of the fault. This capacity allows the relay to discriminate
faults that occur in different lines or line sections[4].
The basic principle behind the impedance measuring is the division of the voltage and
current signals, that come from the intensity transformers at the relay location (see figure 2.1).
The trip command is issued based on the comparison of the apparent impedance measured by
the relay with the known line impedance: if the measured impedance is smaller then the setted
line impedance a trip order is issued[1].
Figure 2.1: Distance protection principle. Adapted from [1].
The impedance measured during normal operation has a magnitude inversely proportional
to the amount of transferred load and an angle equal to the ratio between the real and reac-
tive power transferred. When a fault occurs the measured impedance becomes the short-
circuit impedance. This value is usually smaller than the load impedance and matches the
line impedance between the relay location and the fault location. When the fault has a resis-
tance component, resulting form arc resistance or ground resistance, an additional resistive
component is added to the line impedance. The angle corresponds to the lag between the
short-circuit voltage and current angles[1].
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Load impedance magnitude : |Zload | = U
2
line
Pload
[Ω] (2.1)
Load impedance angle : ϕload = arctan
Preactive
Preal
[◦] (2.2)
Short−Circuit impedance : Zload = Zline+R f ault [Ω] (2.3)
Uline = voltage at the relay location [V ]
Pload = power consumed [VA]
Preactive = reactive power consumed [var]
Preal = active power consumed [W ]
Zline = line impedance [Ω]
R f ault = f ault resistance [Ω]
2.3.2 Distance Zones
The impedance measurement has associated inaccuracies resulting from intensity trans-
formers and relay transformation errors, line impedance calculation, line impedance varia-
tions derived from atmospheric conditions, source impedance variations and pre-fault operat-
ing condition, so it is not possible to set the protection reach to 100% of the line[1]. On the
other hand the capacity of detecting faults on lines protected by other equipments offers the
possibility of back-up protection. The combination of these factors is achieved by introducing
a stepped distance protection concept which is basically dimensioning different zones with an
associated reach and tripping time (see figure 2.2). The definition of different zones allows
a discriminated tripping and enables the correct coordination between distance relays on the
power system.
Modern microprocessor relays available in the market have up to 5 zones of protection [9]
[10] [3]. The common description of each zone is [5]:
• Zone 1: Instantaneous tripping zone that is normally set to provide a forward reach up
to 80 - 90% of the protected line.
• Zone 2: Time delayed tripping zone that covers the protected line and provides back-
up protection to the next line. This zone has the objective of detecting faults in the
protected line beyond Zone 1 and offering remote back-up protection for a failed zone
1 element both in the protected line and next line. Zone 2 reach is normally setted
to be 120% of the protected line. A higher setting can be defined if the fault in-feed
from adjacent lines at the remote end is considerably higher than the fault current at
the relay location. This setting shall not be higher than 80% of the impedance of the
protected line plus the first zone reach of the shortest adjacent line. If the protected line
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zone 2 element reach cannot be setted to less than the zone 1 reach of the next line, a
coordination is achieved by an adjustment on the tripping time of one or both zone 2
elements.
• Zone 3: Forward-looking zone with the purpose of offering remote back-up protection
to clear a fault if a remote breaker does not trip. This is a time delayed zone setted to
offer protection to 100% of the largest adjacent line in maximum in-feed conditions.
Sometimes zone 3 setting becomes high enough to operate on load condition, voltage
instability or power swings. To avoid the undesired operation of the relay in such
cases other measures are adopted which encompass using shaped characteristics, load
encroachment detection and power swing blocking.
• Reverse Zone 3 and off-set zones: These are time delayed zones that may be used
to offer reverse back-up protection to elements behind the relay location or an offset
forward-looking protection zone. The purpose of these zones is providing a scheme
communication logic, current reversal logic, weak-end in-feed logic, and so on.
Figure 2.2: Zones reach. Adapted from [2].
2.3.3 Impedance Diagram
The impedance diagram is the primary tool to setting and evaluating the relay behaviour.
Since the impedance measured by the relay is the ratio of voltage and current and the angle
between them, it represents a point in the complex R-X plane. In this diagram, the relay op-
erating characteristic for the different tripping zones is represented. By studying the relation
between the loci of power system impedances during normal operation, faults and distur-
bances the protection engineer can determine the adequate setting of the zones[4].
The operating characteristic consists of a fixed shape in the R-X plane which defines the
separation between the load and fault areas. The traditional relay operating characteristic
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shapes are geometric figures composed by straight lines and circles or sectors of circles (see
figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Operating characteristics in the R-X plane. Adapted from [1].
The trip decision discrimination between different areas of the system is obtained by
defining different zones with different reaches.
Another important factor is the directional measurement. In presence of multi-terminal
radial systems or meshed systems it must be determined whether the fault is in the forward or
reverse direction to avoid incorrect tripping for reverse faults that occur outside the protected
line. The determination of the fault direction can be shown in the R-X plane: for faults
occurring in the forward direction the current flows forward and the angle is usually above
80◦ for EHV overhead lines and 20◦ for cables; for faults occurring in the reverse direction
the current is reversed and the angle appears to be rotated 180◦ when compared to forward
direction faults[1] (see figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Directional characteristic in the R-X plane. Adapted from [1].
Nowadays, with the increase of processing power, relays have available different operat-
ing characteristics and allow their optimization. The most common characteristics in com-
mercial relays are mho and quadrilateral [9] [10] [3] (see figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Left: mho characteristic; right: quadrilateral characteristic[3].
The mho characteristic, when plotted in a R-X plane, consists of a circle whose circum-
ference passes through the origin, this demonstrates that the relay offers both directional and
reach control. The adjustment of this characteristic is made by setting the impedance reach
along the diameter of the circle (AQ) equal to the intended line impedance coverage and the
angle of displacement of the diameter from the R axis (ϕ) equal to the line impedance angle
(see figure 2.6). The angle ϕ is known as the relay characteristic angle (RCA) or the torque
angle. The relay operates when the fault impedance is inside the circumference.
Figure 2.6: Mho characteristic settings[4].
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The fault angle depends on the relative values of R and X of the line impedance plus the
arc fault or earth fault resistance. Thus, a relay having a characteristic angle equivalent to the
line angle may not trip when facing high resistive faults because the resistive component will
move the impedance point to the region outside the protection zone. To avoid incorrect trip
decisions the RCA is usually set to less than the line angle. The setting of this characteristic
is shown in figure 2.6, where AB is the impedance magnitude of the line to be protected and
AQ is the diameter of the circle which is obtained by dividing the actual amount of protected
line by the cosine of the subtraction of the relay characteristic angle θ by the line angle ϕ (to
adopt this setting the difference between this to angles must be known)[4]. Hence, the relay
setting AQ is given by:
AQ =
AB
cos(θ −ϕ) (2.4)
The quadrilateral characteristic has an independent adjustment of forward reach and re-
sistive reach which gives a better resistive coverage than any mho type and makes them a
specially adequate to prevent the relay incorrect operation in the presence of arc resistance
faults and earth faults. The setting of this characteristic is shown in figure 2.7 where AB is
the impedance magnitude of the line to be protected and BC is the impedance magnitude of
the longest adjacent line.
Figure 2.7: Quadrilateral characteristic settings[4].
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2.4 Distance Protection Incorrect Operations
Traditionally, all relay settings are a compromise. This characteristic makes the distance
protection relay susceptible to incorrect operation situations, since the impedance measure-
ment has an error associated. These situations can be divided in two groups[7]:
• Underreach: the relay does not operate for a disturbance inside its protection zone.
The relay does not operate when it should.
• Overreach: the relay operates for disturbances external to its protection zone. The
relay operates when it should not.
Underreach and overreach events may lead to equipment damage, power system loss of
stability or cascaded blackout events. The origin of these situations is associated with the
equipment measuring error and external system conditions [1]:
• Precision of the relay and intensity transformers.
• Saturation of intensity transformers.
• Transitory state measuring error of VT’s.
• Inaccuracies in the line impedance calculation.
• Line impedance variations derived from atmospheric conditions.
• Pre-fault load condition.
• Intermediate In-feeds.
• Heavy load.
• Source impedance ratio.
• Fault resistance.
• Mutual coupling effect.
• Series compensated lines.
In this thesis will only be addressed the undesired operations due to pre-fault load condi-
tion, in-feeds and heavy load.
2.4.1 Pre-fault Load Condition
In [11] the authors have studied the influence of initial power flow condition and system
topology influence in the impedance measuring. They have concluded that the pre-fault active
and reactive power flow is one of the main influencing factors in the measurement of the fault
impedance. On the other hand, the system topologies studied, based on the variation of lines
length, have not presented significant impact.
The solution proposed consists in the dimensioning of an ideal operating region that takes
into account the normal range of active and reactive power flow based on the usual system
configuration. For future study is proposed the development of an intelligent relay that is able
to adapt its operating region to system pre-fault active and reactive power flow.
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2.4.2 In-feed Effect on Different System Topologies
In-feed consists of an injection of current. Figure 2.8 contains three system topologies
where the in-feed condition presents different effects (see figure 2.9). The first topology (a)
consists of a radial system with an intermediate in-feed, the second (b) represents a parallel
line system and the third (c) represents a simplified meshed system[1].
Figure 2.8: In-feed in different system topologies. Adapted from[1].
In case a), where the in-feed is located between the relay location and the fault location,
the impedance seen by the relay will be greater than the real fault impedance and the relay will
underreach. This phenomena occurs because the intermediate current injection introduces an
additional voltage drop in the short-circuit loop. The error inherent to the intermediate in-feed
condition is proportional to the ratio between the current injected and the current at the relay
location: the larger the in-feed, the greater the error. The impedance variation seen by the
relay in the case of a radial system with intermediate in-feed is linear and proportional in the
R and X axis[1]:
Z = Zl+Zl ∗ x∗ (1+ IbIa ) (2.5)
In case of parallel line in-feed (b) the impedance variation is non-linear, it consists of a
parabolic trace resulting from the parallel connection of the impedances xl .Z2 and Z3 +(1−
x
l ).Z2.
In meshed systems the described effects of parallel line topologies and intermediate in-
feeds are combined.
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Figure 2.9: In-feed effects on different system topologies. Adapted from [1].
The identification and calculation of in-feeds is of critical importance. To correctly set the
protection zones of the relay these effects must be taken into account[1][7]:
• Zone 1 setting: in zone 1 the in-feed effect is only present on T-eed feeders. In this
case the reach of the zone must be increased to take into consideration the effect of the
injected current in the impedance measuring.
• Zone 2 setting: in zone 2 the in-feed effect is not taken into consideration.
• Zone 3 setting: in zone 3 there are two alternatives: intermediate in-feeds are taken
into account or not taken into account. The first option results in large reaches in zone
3, which may lead to the unintended operation of the relay during heavy load condi-
tions, in the case of several in-feeds the approach of considering only part of them may
be more accurate. The second option presents very short 3rd zones, in this case the
protection or breaker operation failures are cleared by fault detectors. This approach
presents longer fault clearing times but avoids zone 3 unintended operations.
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2.4.3 Relay Loadability
As it has been stated in subsection 2.3.3 the impedance seen by the relay during normal
operation is related to the load impedance, that during normal operation is far from the relay
operating zone (the typical operating points have higher resistive and lower reactive reaches).
As the load on the system increases, the apparent impedance locus in the R-X diagram ap-
proaches the operating zone of the relay. The relay loadability is the value of maximum load
at which the relay is on the verge of operation. For some system heavy load operating condi-
tions, line loadings may occur where the apparent impedance locus crosses the limits of the
relay operating zone and the relay trips[7]. Other phenomena like voltage instability or power
swing may also lead to an improper zone 3 operation, but these phenomena are out of this
dissertation scope.
As the reach increases, the relay trip on heavy load conditions becomes a more probable
situation. The factors that influence the relay loadability are:
• The power factor of the line current: more inductive currents move the apparent impedance
locus to an higher point in the reactance axis, typically entering zone 3.
• In-feed: this effect leads the relay engineers to adopt longer reaches in zone 3, making
the relay more susceptible to heavy load tripping conditions.
To avoid the incorrect operation of the relay due to heavy load the traditionally used meth-
ods consist in the alteration of the zone 3 characteristics or in the use of load encroachment
zone [5]:
1. Increase of the torque angle.
2. Adoption of a rectangular characteristic.
3. Adoption of a lens characteristic.
4. Use of blinders.
5. Use of load encroachment.
The options 1, 2, 3 and 4 reduce the susceptibility of the relay response to heavy load
conditions but diminishes the coverage of resistive faults. Option 5 presents the most effective
and reliable method of discriminating system faults from heavy load conditions. The load
encroachment is a protection feature available in modern line relay packages (for example:[9]
[10] [3]) that enables the protection engineer to define custom load regions in forward and
reverse direction. Besides its operation has a supervision restriction that only blocks the relay
tripping for 3-phase distance elements. Since load is mainly a balanced 3-phase condition the
load encroachment will correctly block the relay from tripping on heavy load conditions and
enable its operation for unbalanced faults that occur inside the load region. This protection
feature operates correctly for every kind of fault except resistive 3-phase faults corresponding
to a positive sequence impedance that occur inside the load region. The load encroachment is
the most effective method currently in use [5] (see figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Load encroachment feature[5].
2.5 Literature Review on Distance Protection
Distance protection has been an object of study under different perspectives that aim to
improve its operation. The description of the different methodologies and approaches adopted
in each document are in appendix A. The documents are grouped by different themes, these
being:
• Fault Classification (A.1)
The problem of fault classification consists in the identification of the type of fault and
phases involved. The accurate and fast fault classification is of major importance since
the relay correct impedance measuring depends on the type of fault. This problem has
been addressed in [12] , [13] and [14].
• Fault Distance Estimation (A.2)
The problem of fault distance estimation consists in the estimation of the distance be-
tween the relay location and the fault. The fault distance estimation is important for the
distance relay operation since it is a critical function for fault location. This problem
has been addressed in [15] , [16] and [17].
• Fault Location (A.3)
The problem of fault location combines fault classification and location and is studied
in [18] , [19], [20] and [21].
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• Adaptive Zone (A.4)
The adaptive zone concept defends that by modifying the protection zone, adapting it
to the system operating conditions, the number of overreach and underreach situations
may be reduced. This approach is studied in [22] , [23], [24] and [25].
• Zone 3 Unintended Tripping (A.5)
The zone 3 unintended tripping consist in the incorrect zone 3 tripping due to heavy
load(described in section 2.4.3), voltage instability and power swing. Methodologies to
solve this problem are proposed in [26] , [27], [28] and [29].
• Other Applications (A.6)
Besides the problems and methodologies described other approaches have been stud-
ied. The documents in [30] and [31] propose the inclusion of the wavelet transform
to optimize distance protection operation while in [32] a neurofuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) is proposed to detect fault situations.
Chapter 3
Distance Protection Simulated Study
3.1 System Analytical Model
The performance of the relay is conditioned by external and internal operational charac-
teristics. The focus of this dissertation is to analyse the effects of external conditions; namely,
the pre-fault condition, intermediate in-feeds and heavy load; on the relay performance and
propose an optimized distance protection scheme. For this analysis a data set was created
based on the following assumptions:
• The data sample must cover a wide range of possible pre-fault loading conditions and
line fault locations.
• The system topology must include parallel lines and intermediate in-feeds.
To obtain a data set respecting all the factors indicated above a simulation was created,
inspired on the monte carlo method. This simulation consists of randomly sampling different
operating conditions and line faults of a given test system. The test system is a meshed
system, composed by three generators, three lines, three power transformers and three loads
(the test system characteristics are described in appendix B). The relay dimensioned has an
mho characteristic and is located in line 1 (the relay setting is described in appendix C).
Its important to refer that only 3-phase line faults were included in this study due to time
limitations. The simulation algorithm was implemented in Matlab.
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Figure 3.1: Test System.
Figure 3.2: Simulation Algorithm.
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The algorithm flowchart is presented in figure 3.2 and consists in the following steps:
1. Operating Condition Sampling
This step consist of determining a system operating condition by randomly defining the
loading level, the power consumed by each load, the active power generated by each
generator and the specified voltage in each source:
• Loading level: the total active and reactive power consumed by the loads is de-
fined by randomly sampling a number between the system maximum and mini-
mum generating capacity.
• Load allocation: for each load a randomly sampled percentage of the consumed
active and reactive power is assigned. The total power allocated is equal to the
system loading level.
• Generation allocation: for each source, the active power produced is randomly
defined taking into account that this value must be within the maximum and min-
imum limits of the generator and the total active power generated must be equal
to the total active power consumed.
• Specified voltage: for each generator a specified voltage is sampled. This value
varies between 0.9 and 1.1 pu.
2. Operating Condition Calculation
In this step the operating condition sampled in 1 is calculated using the Newton-Raphson
method and the impedance seen by the distance relay is determined.
3. Operational Limits Verification
To accept the operating condition sampled as a possible hypotheses the following oper-
ational limits must be verified:
• Generator reactive power production limits (the reactive power generated by each
generator is a result of the power flow, so it is not limited in the sampling process).
• Slack bus generator active power production limits (this value is a result of the
power flow and depends on the system losses so it is not limited in the sampling
process and may exceed the maximum production limit of the generator).
• Voltage limits at the load buses ( the voltage limits considered for the load buses
are 0.85 pu and 1.15 pu).
• Lines capacity (the power flowing through the lines must be within their capacity
limit).
• Transformer capacity (the power flowing through the transformers must be within
their capacity limit).
If all the operational limits are verified the sampled power flow is accepted, otherwise
this power flow is discarded and another one is sampled.
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4. Fault Condition
The last step includes sampling the location of the 3-phase fault and determining the
impedance seen by the relay. The fault sampling process includes determining the
line and distance in which the fault occurs. The distance is a value that defines the
percentage of line between the bus with lower number connected to the line in question
and the fault location. With this approach faults occurring at different points in lines 1,
2 and 3 are sampled encompassing all the possible relay tripping decisions.
3.2 Measured Impedance Behaviour
In this section an analysis of the impedance measured by the relay is conducted consid-
ering the simulation algorithm created. This analysis encompasses the study of the in-feed
effect and pre-fault condition influence in the relay measured fault impedance. First the vari-
ation of the impedance measurement in function of the fault location for the different lines is
presented, then studies are conducted using the simulation algorithm created and to finalize
this results are analysed. The objective in this section is to fully characterize the causes of
incorrect tripping situations on the system simulated.
3.2.1 Impedance Measurement vs. Fault Location
The impedance measurement variation with fault location presents different behaviours
for each line, so the mathematical relationship between this two variables is presented for
3-phase faults in lines 1, 2 and 3. This deduction is made using the superposition theorem,
despising the effect of the load admittances and assuming that generators G1, G2 and G3 are
current sources generating I1, I2 and I3, respectively.
1. Faults in line 1.
Figure 3.3: Fault Location in line 1.
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Zmeasured = Zline1 ∗ x (3.1)
2. Faults in line 2.
Figure 3.4: Fault Location in line 2.
Zmeasured = Zline2 ∗ −x
2 ∗Zline2 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3)+ x∗ (Zline1 ∗ I1+Zline2 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3)+Zline3 ∗ (I1+ I3))
x∗Zline2 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3)−Zline2 ∗ (I2+ I3)+Zline3 ∗ I3 (3.2)
3. Faults in line 3
Figure 3.5: Fault Location in line 3.
Zmeasured = Zline1+Zline3 ∗ −x
2 ∗Zline3 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3)+ x∗ (Zline1 ∗ I3+Zline2 ∗ (I1+ I3)+Zline3 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3))
−x∗Zline3 ∗ (I1+ I2+ I3)+Zline2 ∗ I1−Zline3 ∗ (I1+ I2) (3.3)
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3.2.2 Pre-fault and In-feed Conditions Effect
In-feeds in different locations present different behaviours. To study this effect two load-
ing conditions are used to sample stepped distance faults in the whole line length for each
line (the step considered is 1%). The loading conditions selected include an high and a low
loading levels:
Table 3.1: Load Conditions.
Load Condition
Pgen (MW) Pload (MW) Qload (Mvar) Voltage (kV)
Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 4 Bus 5 Bus 6 Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3
High Load 92.6 92.0 120 92.8 142.6 67.8 43.5 66.9 31.8 207.2 203.3 214.0
Low Load 34.2 32.8 32.2 14.2 0.9 82.8 0.8 0.1 4.5 229.4 227.0 240.0
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Figure 3.6: In-feed effect.
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Figure 3.7: In-feed effect (detail).
The load condition influence on the relay impedance measurement presents different be-
haviours that depend on the line and distance of the fault sampled. To analyse this behaviour,
3-phase faults at 5% and 95% of each line are simulated considering different pre-fault condi-
tions (each fault location simulated includes 100 samples). The fault locations are presented
in figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Fault Locations.
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Figure 3.9: Pre-fault load condition effect.
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Figure 3.10: Pre-fault load condition (detail).
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3.2.3 Analysis of the Impedance Behaviour
From figures 3.10 and 3.7, and equation 3.1 it can be seen that the impedance measure-
ment for faults in line 1 is not influenced by any of the effects tested. On the other hand,
from figures 3.9 and 3.6, and equations 3.2 and 3.3, the influence of pre-fault condition and
intermediate in-feed is clearly noticed in lines 2 and 3. The analysis of this results leads to
the following conclusions:
• The intermediate in-feed in a meshed system causes a non-linear deformation in the
impedance measured due to the distribution of current flows. This distribution depends
on the impedance of the parallel paths separating the generators from the fault: as the
fault location varies the impedance of the parallel paths varies causing the current flow
in the lines to vary. The variation of the fault location in lines 2 and 3 causes the current
flow in line 1 to vary due to the distribution of current in-feeds from generators G1,
G2 and G3, which in turn causes the non-linear variation of the fault impedance. This
behaviour is verified by the equations deduced in subsection 3.2.1.
• Figure 3.6 shows that as the fault location moves away from the location of the relay the
in-feed currents distribution in the lines induces a higher displacement of the measured
impedance. This behaviour is also verified by equations 3.2 and 3.3: in lines 2 and 3 the
numerator of the function that relates the measured impedance with the fault distance
presents a quadratic variation with fault distance, while the denominator presents a lin-
ear variation with fault distance. This relation causes the impedance growth rate of the
numerator with fault distance to be higher than the numerator impedance growth rate,
which means that as the distance increases the variation of the measured impedance
also increases.
• The pre-fault load condition only influences the measured impedance if there is an
intermediate in-feed between the relay and the fault location. This condition influences
the active and reactive current flows due to the existence of different load admittances in
buses 4, 5 and 6, which in turn influences the resistance and reactance of the impedance
measured.
• Since the pre-fault condition influences the in-feed currents, it can be concluded that
for fault locations where these present a stronger effect, the pre-fault condition has
a stronger influence in the impedance measurement. The influence of this condition
combined with the influence of the in-feeds for faults located in positions c and f is so
high that it is capable of altering the direction of the current flow in line 1. Figure 3.9
shows that faults in positions c and f may adopt different active and reactive impedance
measurements in both directions.
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3.3 Mho Distance Relay Operation Analysis
The final section of this chapter presents an analysis of the mho relay performance. For
this purpose a data sample of 30000 power flow conditions and 30000 faults was created,
being 9939 faults in line 1, 9847 faults in line 2 and 10214 faults in line 3 (the data points
generated are presented in the R-X diagram in D).
The perspective adopted in this evaluation aims at identifying and quantifying the incor-
rect and correct zone detection situations. To do so, the correct zone identification, determined
from the previous knowledge of the system operating condition or fault location, is compared
with the zone where the impedance point measured by the relay lies in the R-X diagram. The
correct zone identification is based on the following assumptions:
1. Faults in the the first 85% of line 1: Zone 1.
2. Faults in the the last 15% of line 1: Zone 2.
3. Faults in the last 38% of line 3: Zone 2 or 3.
4. Faults in the first 62% of line 3: Zone 3.
5. Faults in line 2 or normal operation: Zone 3.
All fault locations present a specific zone, except item 3. The reason behind this as-
sumption lies in the pre-fault load flow effect: zone 2 reach is dimensioned as 120% of the
impedance of line 1, so the percentage of line 3 covered by zone 2 can’t be precisely deter-
mined. If a certain power flow is assumed, this number could be correctly calculated for the
case considered, but the option for a certain pre-fault condition introduces an error, because a
correct pre-fault condition does not exist. To solve this question a maximum zone 2 reach is
assumed. In subsection 2.3.2 is written that the maximum zone 2 reach is equal to:
Z2maximumreach = 0.80∗ [Zline1+0.85∗Zline3] (3.4)
Z2maximumreach = 46.6992+ j148.2944 (Ω) (3.5)
This value is equivalent to the sum of the impedance of line 1 plus the impedance of
the last 38% of line 3, so it is assumed that the maximum reach of zone 2 in line 3 is 38%.
With this approach the problem of assuming a specific pre-fault load flow is overcome while
respecting the rules of relay setting.
To evaluate the zone classification performance of the mho relay a 4x4 table is adopted
considering all the possible correct and incorrect situations. The diagonal represents the cases
where the zone detected is correct while the other cells contain the incorrect classifications:
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Table 3.2: Mho relay performance on zone detection.
Zone detected by the mho relay
Out of protected zone Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Correct zone
Out of protected zone 39756 0 0 91
Zone 1 0 8505 0 0
Zone 2 0 0 2410 0
Zone 3 1062 0 0 8176
The results presented in table 3.2 show that the relay can discriminate all faults occurring
in zone 1 and zone 2, but can not discriminate correctly two situations:
1. Correct zone = Out of protected zone - Zone detected by the relay = Zone 3.
The cases quantified in this cell include faults in line 2 detected in zone 3 (39 cases
with distances between 93.2562022% and 99.9400201%) and heavy load conditions
(53 cases).
2. Correct zone = Zone 3 - Zone detected by the relay = Out of protected zone.
The cases quantified in this cell consist in faults in line 3 that the relay detects out of the
protected zone 3 (1062 cases with distances between 0.00702607% and 28.5547753%)
.
This behaviour is expected since the impedance measurement for faults in lines 2 and 3 is
affected by pre-fault condition and intermediate in-feed. The difficulties are in discriminating
heavy load conditions from faults and identifying faults occurring near the boundary between
lines 2 and 3, being line 3 the one that presents the higher error in number of cases and
distance. This error could be reduced by increasing zone 3 reach which, one the other hand,
would increase the number of faults in line 2 detected in line 3 and heavy load impedance
points detected in zone 3.
The results obtained show that the relay operates incorrectly in zone 3.
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Chapter 4
Improving the Performance in Zone 3
4.1 On the Importance of Zone 3
Zone 3 is a time delayed overreaching distance zone with the objective of offering remote
back-up protection to Zone 1 and Zone 2 of adjacent lines in the case of relay or breaker fail-
ure. Recent relay packages include alternatives to offer back-up protection to relay or breaker
failure; namely the inclusion of two pilot relays or breaker failure protection schemes; reduc-
ing the possibility of failure and the need for a zone 3 element. The necessity of Zone 3 varies
with system topology and protection requirements, for each of the following contingencies
the importance of a Zone 3 element is evaluated [7]:
• Batteries: a failure in the battery responsible for feeding the relay.
When the relay is installed in substations with a SCADA system an alert signal is issued
in case of battery malfunction so that the necessary replacement actions are executed.
While the relay is not operative a remote back-up protection is necessary. At higher
voltage levels is normal to have a second battery which reduces the time spent in the
replacement, thereby reducing the need for a zone 3 element.
• Relays: intern relay failure.
In the case of higher voltage levels two pilot relays are installed simultaneously. This
measure reduces the probability of failure, therefore the necessity for a back-up zone is
reduced. Otherwise, the existence of a zone 3 element is indispensable.
• Transducers: incipient faults in current and voltage transformers.
At higher voltage levels these equipments are duplicated or fused separately which
reduces the probability of error. In case of lower voltage levels these equipments are
not duplicated, making the existence of back-up protection a necessity.
• Circuit Breakers: the circuit breaker does not open when the trip order is issued.
These equipments can not be duplicated, so to clear a fault a transfer trip scheme or a
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zone 3 element must be adopted. The first option involves costs with communication
equipment, which may be unnecessary, making the adoption of a zone 3 element a
better choice.
• Catastrophic Station Failure: failure of the relay and back-up equipment due to natu-
ral causes or human error (incorrect setting or equipment outage during maintenance).
In these cases the only option is the adoption of a zone 3 element.
From this analysis it may be concluded that the existence of communication channels and
duplicate devices reduces the necessity for a zone 3 element, nonetheless this zone always
represents a remote back-up protection that increases the reliability of the system and is an
indispensable function when these options are not available.
4.2 Towards a Neural Network Fault Locator
The results of the study conducted in chapter 3 showed that for the system topology se-
lected the relay operates incorrectly in zone 3 in two different cases: for faults in the boundary
of line 2 and 3, and for heavy load conditions. To improve the number of correctly identified
faults in line 3 the reach of zone 3 must be increased, resulting in an increase in the number
of unintended trip situations. On the other hand, to reduce the number of unintended trip
situations the reach of zone 3 must be reduced and the number of faults in line 3 that will not
be detected increases. In this case the protection engineer is facing a multi-criteria decision
problem that implies determining the ideal compromise between the number of underreaching
and overreaching situations. In this dissertation this problem is not addressed, instead a new
solution for zone 3 tripping is proposed, inspired on the fault location process.
Fault location algorithms (see [18] , [19], [20],[21] ) are used to determine the location
of the fault, so that the service restoration time and reliability of the system are improved.
This feature consists of two steps: in the first step the type of fault and phase or phases
involved are identified, in the last step the distance between the relay location and the fault
location in the line being protected is estimated. In this dissertation a scheme inspired in fault
location algorithms is applied to improve the operation of zone 3 (since this zone is normally
dimensioned for a tripping time of 850 ms [4], the time elapsed in the calculation process
is not a problem). The basic concept includes detecting a fault, identifying its location and
determining the zone. This approach aims to optimize the capacity of the relay to correctly
identify faults inside its protection zone by the relay without increasing the number of cases
of unintended tripping.
To evaluate the performance of this concept the data set presented in appendix D is used.
In this data set only three phase faults were sampled so the fault classification process is not
applied as a fault type identifier, instead a line classification approach is adopted: since the
fault presents different behaviours for the different lines it is necessary to identify the line
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to obtain a correct distance estimation. In short, the solution being proposed consists in the
following steps:
1. Fault detection: discriminate normal operation from fault conditions.
2. Line Identification: determine the faulted line.
3. Distance estimation: estimate the location of the fault on the line affected.
4. Zone identification: determine the zone where the fault occurs.
Analysing the data in appendix D it can be observed that the problem of line identification
involves the definition of non-linear and disjoint zones, which make the mho characteristic an
inadequate zone shape. This behaviour, has stated in chapter 3, is related to the effect of
intermediate in-feeds and pre-fault condition, so to obtain a better classification performance
the solution proposed must be able to define non-linear boundaries and adapt itself to the
pre-fault operating condition. In respect to the distance estimation process the solution must
be able of determining the location of the fault in the line from the relationship between the
measured voltage and current signals at the relay location. In section 3.2 it is shown that the
determination of this value for faults in line 1 is a simple procedure and possible to be executed
with a simple mathematical demonstration, for lines 2 and 3 to obtain the distance of the fault
in the line the in-feeds from the different sources must be known. Since communication links
are not considered, the solution must incorporate a method capable of determining this value
from the measured signals at the relay location. Considering the guidelines referred the inputs
and method applied are:
• Input
The digital conversion of the measured voltage and current signals is performed by the
relay at a sampling rate of 16 samples per fundamental power cycle, corresponding to
a frequency of 960Hz [15], in the solution proposed the input consists of a data win-
dow of two sequential measures, namely the voltage and current signals and the angle
between them, measured at the operating moment and these same values measured in
the sample 1.25 ms before. With this approach when a fault occurs the value mea-
sured before is related to the pre-fault operating condition and the value measured in
the moment is related to the sub-transitory short-circuit condition. To simulate normal
operating conditions it is considered that in the time interval of 1.25 ms, if no distur-
bance occurs, the measures in these two moments are equal. During operation these
values are continuously injected in a pipeline mode: when new measured values enter
the ones that occurred 2.5 ms before leave.
• Neural Networks in fault detection, line classification and distance estimation
Neural networks are a computational intelligence technique. These are multilayered
parallel structures that acquire knowledge through a process of "learning", storing it in
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the form of weights and forces of connection between neurons. The reasons behind the
option for the application of neural networks lie in the following characteristics[8]:
– Non-Linearity: the aptitude of recognizing non-linear patterns and reproducing
non-linear functions that cannot be modelled by mathematical expressions.
– Mapping Input-Output: the capacity of classifying patterns in a more precise
way.
– Generalization: the ability to generate an output to entries that have not been
presented during the training (the training process is executed off-line and it is
based on simulation results, since it is not possible to incorporate all the possible
situations during the training these ability is vital).
The fault detection and line classification processes are incorporated in the same classi-
fication neural network. The reason behind the junction of these two steps is that both
of them consist of a classification process, besides it was observed through experimen-
tation that this junction does not influence the performance of neither of the steps. The
distance estimation consists of a function approximation neural network for each of the
lines in the system.
Figure 4.1: Architecture of the solution.
This solution (see figure 4.1), besides its application in the improvement of zone 3 per-
formance, can be used for a possible reverse zone 3 and to optimize the post-fault location
analysis, reducing the time spent in fault location and thereby improving the reliability of the
system and reducing the costs associated.
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4.3 Modelling the Neural Network Fault Locator
The steps presented in the solution proposed include 2 different problems to be solved by
neural networks: pattern recognition (in fault detection and line identification) and function
approximation (in distance estimation).
Neural networks for pattern recognition intend to reproduce non-mechanical tasks, such
as perception, memory and conscious thought, in description, classification and grouping of
patterns. These techniques have been used in different areas from document classification,
diagnosis, data mining, financial forecasting among others [33]. In this dissertation a classi-
fication problem is addressed using neural networks following two distinct approaches: the
first considers a feedforward neural network (FNN) and the second a structure of competitive
autoencoders.
Neural networks for function approximation intend to map the output values of a given
set of input values. This is a supervised training process in which an unknown function, that
reproduces a certain output to a given input, is simulated by the neural network [34]. In this
dissertation a FNN is used for function approximation.
4.3.1 Feedforward Neural Network for Classification
A neural network is said to be feedforward when there are only connections between
successive layers, in other words, there is no feed-back (this type of neural network is ca-
pable of simulating deterministic functions and executing multivariate non-linear functional
mapping[6]).
The classification problem in FNNs may be solved by associating a specific codification
to each class. During training, different instances belonging to different classes are presented
as input, and the desired output is the codification associated with the class of the instance
presented. The objective function is the mean square error between the output obtained and
the respective target, which is minimized by the training algorithm. The output obtained is
not an integer so this value is rounded to obtain a classification. This process requires the
definition of non-linear multivariate boundaries to separate the different classes, making the
option for FNNs an adequate choice.
To define the adequate structure, the capacity of FNNs to generate non-linear boundaries
was studied in terms of number of layers, type of activation functions and layer dimension:
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• Number of Layers
FNNs with a different number layers can produce different decision boundaries [6]. A
possible representation of this relation is presented in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Possible decision boundaries which can be generated by different numbers of
layers in a feedforward neural network ([6]).
In figure 4.2 it can be seen that different number of layers restrict the complexity of the
boundaries which delimit the different classes. For a neural network with one layer of
weights (a) the decision boundary is a hyperplane. For the case of two layers of weights
(b) a single convex region of the input space delimited by segments of hyperplanes may
be created. Finally, for three layers of weights (c) the neural network is capable of
defining arbitrary decision regions, non-convex and disjoint [6].
• Activation Functions
Neural networks composed by linear activation functions are only capable of defining
hyperplanes. Since each layer represents a transformation in a multivariate space a layer
with linear activation functions performs a linear transformation. The introduction of
non-linear activation functions produces non-linear transformations which are able to
define non-linear boundaries[6].
• Layer Dimension
Neural networks with a lower number of neurons in the hidden layers produce a data
compression which leads to the loss of information[6], an adequate approach for prob-
lems with redundant information. On the other hand, if the number of neurons in the
hidden layer is increased, noise may be introduced which complicates the process of
classification.
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Due to the factors stated and the analysis of the data set, the FFN used in the fault detection
and line classification block is composed by four layers of neurons, where the first three layers
have the same number of neurons and the fourth layer is composed of a single neuron (see
figure 4.3). The inclusion of non-linear activation functions must take place to introduce
the possibility of defining non-linear boundaries. The neural network is trained to present
as output the code number that represents the class of a certain input instance, being these
classes codified by:
• Normal operation: -1.
• Fault in Line 1: 1.
• Fault in Line 2: 2.
• Fault in Line 3: 3.
The state associated to a certain instance is determined by rounding the output value of
the neural network (e.g: if the output of a certain instance is one than the correspondent state
is fault in line 1).
Figure 4.3: Feedforward neural network topology used for fault detection and line classifica-
tion.
4.3.2 Competitive Autoencoders for Classification
Autoencoders or autoassociative neural networks are FNNs trained to reproduce the input
vector in the output, which means that the number of inputs and outputs is the same. The
most simple autoencoder topology is composed by only one hidden layer, although there is
no theoretical limit to the dimensionality of the autoencoder.
A typically used topology consists in the adoption of three layers, namely the input layer,
the middle layer and output layer, being the middle layer composed by a lower number of
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neurons (see figure 4.4). In this architecture the input vector is projected into a compressed
space, present in the middle layer, and afterwards is expanded to the original space, in the out-
put layer, through the application of the inverse transformation. This type of neural network
is commonly used in data compression ([35], [36]) and missing data restoration ([37], [38]).
Figure 4.4: Bottleneck Autoencoder.
An autoencoder is trained as any other kind of FNN. The most common objective function
is the mean square error, which is minimized through the backpropagation of the error. For
the training process three data sets are used: one for training, one for testing and one for
validation.
An interesting capacity of autoencoders with linear activation functions is that they repro-
duce a mapping on the hidden layer similar to a Principal Component Analysis [39]. With
this technique the information is condensed in the orthogonal axes so that variance is mini-
mized. If non-linear activation functions are applied the mapping is not equivalent to PCA,
since the axes present a non-linear shape, and a better mapping is obtained for problems with
a non-linear behaviours [40].
Once trained, an autoencoder is capable of discriminating instances belonging to a certain
training set from instances presenting different characteristics. If the instance presented at
the input belongs to the manifold obtained with the training data set, the error between the
input and output values will be low. On the other hand, if the input instance contains different
characteristics, it will not be correctly re-projected and the error between the input and output
vectors will be large. This characteristic has been explored in [41] and [42] through the
creation of a competitive structure of autoencoders for pattern recognition.
The idea behind the creation of a competitive autoencoder structure is simply training
different autoenconders to recognize different data sets and then classify a certain unknown
instance by determining the autoencoder which presents the minor error. The set represented
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by this autoencoder is considered to be the one to which the unknown instance belongs. With
this approach the instance is classified by its resemblance to the training set of each autoen-
coder.
The application of this method in the fault detection and line classification block is made
by training four autoencoders: one is trained to recognize the normal operation state and the
other three represent faults in each of the three lines (see figure 4.5). The state associated with
a certain sample is determined by the auto-encoder which presents the minor mean square
error to that specific sample.
Figure 4.5: Competitive autoencoders structure used for fault detection and line classification.
4.3.3 Feedforward Neural Network for Function Approximation
FNNs, when applied to function approximation, have the objective of reproducing the
unknown function behind the relation between the pairs of inputs and outputs of a certain
manifold. To learn this relation the minimization of the error between the machine output and
the desired response is applied as the objective function. Through this procedure the machine
approximates the unknown function with the input - output mapping of the data manifold
[34].
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The simplest way of approximating a function through a FNN is by using the projection
theorem principles. This theorem states that the behaviour of a certain function f (x) can be
mimicked in a certain input space by a combination of simpler functions ϕi [34]:
F(x,w) = ΣNi ∗wi ∗ϕi(x) (4.1)
where x is the input, wi the entries of the coefficient vector and N the number of neurons
in the hidden layer. The neural network is trained such that:
min ε = | f (x)−F(x,w)| (4.2)
The number of simpler functions used depends on the error ε desired. As the number of
simpler functions combined increases the ability of the neural network to adapt to a certain
shape also increases[34].
The FNN used for the fault distance estimation of each line is based on this theorem and
consists of two layers: the hidden layer and the output layer. For each set of inputs the desired
output is the fault distance. The topology of the neural network used is represented in figure
4.6. The number of neurons in the middle layer is defined by a trial and error process.
Figure 4.6: Feedforward neural network used for fault distance estimation.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section the results obtained in the tests performed with the methods proposed are
presented. The Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm is used in every test. The neural
networks were created using the MATLAB neural network toolbox [43]. The data set used
for training, test and validation is presented is composed by 9939 cases of faults in line 1,
9847 cases of faults in line 2, 10214 cases of faults in line 3 and 30000 cases of normal
operation (see appendix D). Depending on the neural network to be trained the respective
inputs are selected and divided, being 70% of the set for training, 15% for validation and 15%
for test. The performance of the neural network fault locator is evaluated by analysing the
correct responses for all the cases sampled.
The neural network training procedure is based on an iterative method, so the evolution
to the optimum depends on the initial point. In the case of neural networks this point includes
the weight and bias initialization. For weight initialization the transformation matrix of the
principal component analysis (PCA) applied to the data set used for training, test and vali-
dation is used, since through experimentation it proved to be a good initialization. For bias
initialization the same value is applied to each layer, being it 0 or 1. The values adopted are
the ones that through a trial and error procedure proved to achieve the best result.
4.4.1 Fault Detection and Line Classification
To evaluate the performance of the two approaches proposed for this function block a 4x4
table containing the correct state and the state determined by the neural network is presented
for each case. For comparison purposes the results of a scheme only considering as inputs the
voltage, current and angle values measured in the operating moment is presented.
4.4.1.1 Feedforward Neural Network
• First Middle Layer Activation Function: hyperbolic tangent.
• Second Middle Layer Activation Function: hyperbolic tangent.
• Output Layer Activation Function: linear.
Table 4.1: Fault detection and line classification using a feedforward neural network.
State detected by the neural network
Normal Operation Fault Line 1 Fault Line 2 Fault Line 3
Correct state
Normal Operation 30000 0 0 0
Fault Line 1 0 9939 0 0
Fault Line 2 0 0 9756 91
Fault Line 3 0 0 129 10085
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The results presented in table 4.1 show that the neural network can discriminate normal
operation conditions and faults in line 1, but can not discriminate correctly two situations:
1. Correct state = Line 2 - State detected by the neural network = Line 3.
The cases quantified in this cell are composed by faults in line 2 detected in line 3 (91
cases with distances between 74.8874651% and 99.8976311%).
2. Correct state = Line 3 - State detected by the neural network = Line 2.
The cases quantified in this cell consist in faults in line 3 that the neural network detects
as being in line 2 (129 cases with distances between 0.0417638% and 14.0048644%) .
Considering three inputs, namely the voltage, current and angle measured at the present
moment, the neural network used is composed by only three inputs and six neurons in the
middle layers. The activation functions are equal to the ones used in the six inputs case.
Table 4.2: Fault detection and line classification using a feedforward neural network consid-
ering only three inputs.
State detected by the neural network
Normal Operation Fault Line 1 Fault Line 2 Fault Line 3
Correct state
Normal Operation 30000 0 0 0
Fault Line 1 0 9939 0 0
Fault Line 2 0 0 9442 393
Fault Line 3 0 0 397 9867
The results presented in table 4.2 show that the neural network with three inputs presents
a similar behaviour when compared to the approach with six inputs but with a larger error:
1. Correct state = Line 2 - State detected by the neural network = Line 3.
The cases quantified in this cell are composed by faults in line 2 detected in line 3 (393
cases with distances between 77.6993178% and 99.9373521%).
2. Correct state = Line 3 - State detected by the neural network = Line 2.
The cases quantified in this cell consist of faults in line 3 that the neural network detects
as being in line 2 (397 cases with distances between 0.0417638% and 30.7749216%) .
4.4.1.2 Competitive Autoencoders
• Middle Layer Activation Function: hyperbolic tangent.
• Output Layer Activation Function: linear.
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Table 4.3: Fault detection and line classification using competitive autoencoders.
State detected by the competitive autoencoders
Normal Operation Fault Line 1 Fault Line 2 Fault Line 3
Correct state
Normal Operation 30000 0 0 0
Fault Line 1 0 9939 0 0
Fault Line 2 0 1507 8330 10
Fault Line 3 0 3839 1260 5115
The results presented in table 4.3 show that with this method is possible to discriminate
fault conditions from normal operation, but the faulted line can not be correctly determined.
To study this behaviour the data samples of faults in the different lines was injected in each
autoencoder and the mean error was calculated for every case:
Table 4.4: Mean absolute error of the autoencoder for the different line faults data samples.
Autoencoders
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3
Sample
Line 1 2.41E-08 0.080239853 0.036625276
Line 2 0.064527093 0.000150752 0.035571205
Line 3 0.054284542 0.009526055 0.000389699
4.4.2 Fault Distance Estimation
Test were conducted to determine the mean absolute error of distance estimation for each
line considering different numbers of neurons in the hidden layer. The activation functions of
the distance estimation neural networks are:
• Middle Layer Activation Function: hyperbolic tangent.
• Output Layer Activation Function: linear.
The evolution of the estimation error with the growing number of neurons in the hidden
layer for each neural network are presented in figures 4.7 and 4.8. The stopping criteria used
in the process of training is 1000 epochs.
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Figure 4.7: Line 1 neural network distance estimation mean absolute error for different num-
ber of neurons in the hidden layer.
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4.4.3 Analysis of the Tests Performed
• Table 4.1 shows a better line identification performance than table 4.2. This result
shows that the neural network is able to learn the relation between the pre-fault load
condition and the fault condition in the relay inputs.
• Comparing tables 4.1 and 4.2 with table 4.3 it can be observed that one FNN with
three layers of weights achieves a better performance in pattern recognition than the
competitive autoencoders structure in the problem in study. Table 4.4 shows that the
autoencoder trained to recognize line 1 faults presents a very low error for faults in
line 1 when compared to faults in the other lines. This result is not observed for the
autoencoders trained to recognize faults in line 2 and 3, although the error correspond-
ing to the data set for which these autoencoders where trained is lower than the error
corresponding to the data samples of faults in the other lines, this difference is not high
enough to achieve a correct line classification.
• In figures 4.7 and 4.8 it can be observed that the fault distance is determined with a very
low error for faults in line 1 when compared to faults in lines 2 and 3. This result is
expected since in line 1 the relation between the distance and the impedance measured
by the relay is linear and can be exactly determined by dividing the voltage and current
signals measured by the relay (see equation 3.1), while in lines 2 and 3 this relation is
non-linear and can not be determined by the relay with only the signals measured at the
relay location (see equations 3.2 and (3.3)).
• In figure 4.8 it can be observed that as the number of neurons in the hidden layer grows
the error of distance estimation reduces, this behaviour shows that for a high number
of neurons in the hidden layer the accuracy of the distance estimation may be greatly
increased.
4.5 Final Solution
The final solution consists in the combination of the neural network topologies which
present the best performance. The final solution is composed by the following neural net-
works:
• Fault Detection and Line Classification: FFN with six inputs.
• Line 1 Distance Estimation: FNN with 2 neurons in the hidden layer.
• Line 2 Distance Estimation: FNN with 18 neurons in the hidden layer.
• Line 3 Distance Estimation: FNN with 18 neurons in the hidden layer.
The number of neurons in the hidden layers of the distance estimation blocks is selected
so that a compromise is achieved between the dimension of the hidden layer and the distance
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estimation accuracy. Line 1 presents a high accuracy with only two neurons so this topology is
adopted. In the case of lines 2 and 3 it can be seen that with two neurons the error is very high
so a number of 18 neurons is adopted to obtain a acceptable accuracy. The result obtained in
zone classification with these combination of neural networks is:
Table 4.5: Neural network fault locator performance on zone classification.
Zone detected by the neural network fault locator
Out of protected zone Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Correct zone
Out of protected zone 39756 0 0 91
Zone 1 0 8505 0 0
Zone 2 0 0 2478 0
Zone 3 129 0 0 9041
Analysing tables 4.1 and 4.5 it can be observed that the incorrect zone classification cases
are the same as the incorrect line classification cases. This result shows that the error in
zone classification for the validation set used is only dependent in the performance of the
fault detection and line classification block, so to optimize the performance of the solution
proposed a better performance must be achieved in pattern recognition.
Remembering the the performance of the mho relay:
Table 4.6: Mho relay performance on zone classification.
Zone detected by the mho relay
Out of protected zone Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Correct zone
Out of protected zone 39756 0 0 91
Zone 1 0 8505 0 0
Zone 2 0 0 2410 0
Zone 3 1062 0 0 8176
Comparing tables 4.6 and 4.5 it is observed that the neural network fault locator obtains
a higher number of correct decisions and improves the performance of zone 3. The solution
proposed optimizes the following cases: the incorrect trip decisions due to heavy load are
eliminated and a higher number of line 3 faults are correctly identified (933 cases). The
number of faults in line 2 identified as zone 3 to increase in 53 cases.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 General Conclusions
In this dissertation the effects of pre-fault load condition and in-feeds on the behaviour
of the impedance measured by the distance relay were studied, besides the errors on the dis-
tance protection performance were identified and a solution based on neural networks was
proposed. The main conclusions of this work are divided in two themes:
Measured Impedance Behaviour And Relay Operating Errors
1. Intermediate in-feeds on meshed system configurations cause non-linear variations on
the impedance measured by the relay.
2. Pre-fault load condition only affects the impedance measured by the relay for faults in
lines with intermediate in-feeds.
3. The admittances of the loads from the pre-fault load condition influence the current
flow during a short-circuit event and may cause the impedance measured by the relay
to modify greatly.
4. The combination of intermediate in-feed and the variety of pre-fault conditions cause
the mho relay to operate incorrectly in zone 3 for the validation set tested.
5. Heavy load conditions cause the relay to operate incorrectly in zone 3 for the validation
set tested.
Neural Networks Improvement In Distance Protection Performance.
1. Neural networks performing pattern recognition are efficient in discriminating non fault
from fault conditions (100% of correct decisions for the validation set tested) with only
the voltage and current signals measured at the relay location.
2. Neural networks are capable of learning the relation between the measured values of
voltage, current and angle in the pre-fault loading and short-circuit conditions.
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3. The scheme developed presents an affective option for improving the accuracy of zone
3.
4. Neural Networks may be an option to improve the performance of the distance protec-
tion.
5.2 Future Studies and Developments
The solution proposed in this document has a very limited scope, therefore the next step
is to introduce complexity in the problem. This can be made by introducing different types of
faults, fault resistances, arc resistances, fault inception angles and variable source impedances
in the data set sampled. The introduction of this elements requires the insertion of a fault clas-
sification block in the fault location scheme which increases the complexity of the problem
but I believe that the neural networks will be able to accomplish a similar performance.
An important future study involves the validation of the solution proposed. To accom-
plish this objective the neural network fault locator scheme developed must be tested in other
systems and compared with different types of relay operating characteristics. It must also be
tested in a support that incorporates the dynamic behaviour of the test system.
Another interesting future study is the application of the scheme developed for a central-
ized fault location function to diminish service restoration time and increase the reliability of
the system. The idea that I propose to be explored is the development of a centralized feature
that determines the location of the fault in a transmission system with the measured signals of
voltage and current in the nodes of the transmission system for the sub-transitory short-circuit
condition. The basis for defending this idea is the efficiency of neural networks in discrimi-
nating non fault from fault conditions, determinate the faulted and estimate the distance to the
fault in the line.
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Table A.1: Fault Classification.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample Results
[12] A fuzzy logic method
is implemented consid-
ering the line current sig-
nals as inputs.
The system
in study is a
transmission line
with double end
in-feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\
EMTDC and is composed by 2400 test cases
considering different fault types, fault distances,
fault inception angles, fault resistances and load-
ing levels.
The method reached
a 97% accuracy and
a decision time of 10
ms.
[13] A Fuzzy ART Neural
Network (combined use
of neural networks and
fuzzy logic) is used con-
sidering the line current
and voltage signals as in-
puts.
The system in
study is a meshed
system (Cen-
terPoint Energy
STP-SKY).
The data sample is obtained using ATP (Alter-
nate Transient Program) and is composed by
3315 training patterns considering different fault
types, fault distances, fault inception angles and
fault resistances; 20000 test cases, considering
different fault types, fault distances, fault angles
and fault resistances, separated in four sets: nom-
inal system - 5000 patterns, weak in-feed - 5000
patterns, off-nominal voltage - 5000 patterns and
off-nominal system frequency - 5000 patterns;
4000 patterns are used to tune the parameters of
the fuzzy classifier.
In this paper dif-
ferent approaches
were tested. The
best error achieved
in fault type iden-
tification was 0%,
considering fault
type and section
classification the
error was 1,52%.
[14] A support vector ma-
chine is used for fault
classification consider-
ing as input the current
and voltage signals.
The system
in study is a
transmission line
with double end
in-feed.
The data set is composed by 300 cases for train-
ing and 200 for testing considering different fault
inception angles, fault resistances, source capac-
ities and fault locations.
The method
achieved an er-
ror less than 3%.
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Table A.2: Fault Distance Estimation.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample Results
[15] A single neuron feed-forward
on-line trained neural network
is used considering as input an
adaptive data window, com-
posed by digital signals, ob-
tained from the derived differ-
ential equation line model.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained
using PSCAD\ EMTDC
and considers different fault
types, remote- end in-feeds,
different fault locations,
fault resistances and load
conditions.
The method achieves an
accurate fault distance es-
timation within one cycle
of the fundamental fre-
quency after the detection
of the fault.
[16] A feed-forward neural net-
work is used considering as
input the current level in each
phase.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample only considers
open conductor faults at differ-
ent fault locations and pre-fault
current loading.
The method achieves an error
of 7% in the distance estima-
tion.
[17] A fuzzy logic method is used
considering as input the line
currents and voltages.
The system in study is
a series compensated
transmission line with
double end in-feed.
The data sample is obtained
using PSCAD\ EMTDC and
considers different type of
faults at different locations.
The method has a maxi-
mum relative error of 10%
and takes 25-50 ms to es-
timate the fault distance.
Table A.3: Fault Location.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample
[18] A fuzzy neural network model is used
considering the fundamental and DC
components of the current and voltage
signals extracted using a Kalman filter
as inputs.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\ EMTDC
and considers data from different fault types, fault loca-
tions, fault inception angles, fault resistances and load-
ing conditions. The fault classifier training set has 49
samples and each distance estimator has a training set of
56 samples.
[19] A radial basis function neural network
model is used considering the funda-
mental and DC components of the cur-
rent and voltage signals extracted using
a Kalman filter as inputs.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\ EMTDC
and considers data from different fault types, fault lo-
cations, fault inception angles, fault resistances, source
impedances and loading conditions. The fault classifier
training set has 40 samples and each distance estimator
has a training set of 70 samples.
[20] The mathematical morphology
method, euclidean norm and the differ-
ential equation of the circuit model are
used. The input is composed by data
windows of phase currents and three
line-to-neutral voltages.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\ EMTDC
and considers different type of faults at different loca-
tions.
[21] High order statistics (HOS) and
neural networks are used consider-
ing only the three phase voltage sig-
nals as inputs.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained using MATLAB Simulink
and SimPowerSystemToolbox and considers data from
different fault types, fault distances, fault resistances and
fault inception angles.
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Table A.4: Adaptive Zone.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample
[22] Neural networks are used to calculate the bound-
aries of the trip region. The inputs during training
vary from boundary to boundary and include the
active and reactive power flow, different fault re-
sistances and fault reactance. During normal op-
eration the trip decision is made considering as
input the apparent impedance measured and the
active and reactive pre-fault power flow.
The system in study is
a meshed three source
system.
The training and test samples are ob-
tained using PSCAD\ EMTDC and con-
sider only phase-ground faults with differ-
ent fault distances in the line being pro-
tected, different fault resistances and pre-
fault loading conditions.
[23] The trip boundaries are defined by mathematical
laws based on the identification of the ideal trip
regions for typical power system conditions. The
input is composed by currents and voltages at the
relay location and the equivalent impedance at the
wind farm bus.
The system in study is
transmission line with
double end in-feed
composed by two
sources: a wind farm
and an equivalent
system generator.
The data sample considers only phase-
ground faults with varying wind farm
loading levels, voltage levels, source
impedances and system frequencies.
[24] Radial basis neural networks are used to calculate
the boundaries of the trip region. The input sig-
nals are the voltage and current signals at the relay
location and pre-fault active and reactive power
flow.
Two systems are stud-
ied: parallel transmis-
sion line with dou-
ble end in-feed and
meshed three source
system.
The data sample is obtained using
PSCAD\ EMTDC and considers only
phase-ground faults in different locations
with different fault resistances, fault
inception angles and system operating
conditions. The mutual coupling effect is
taken into consideration.
[25] Neural networks are used to define the trip bound-
aries. The input consists of pre-fault active and re-
active power flows used in combination with fault
resistance or fault reactance to define the different
boundaries.
The system in study
is parallel transmis-
sion line with double
end in-feed.
The data sample is obtained using MAT-
LAB Simulink and SimPowerSystem-
Toolbox and considers only phase-ground
faults faults with different locations, fault
resistances, fault inception angles and
varying system operating conditions. The
mutual coupling effect is taken into con-
sideration.
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Table A.5: Zone 3 Unintended Tripping.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample
[26] An adaptive algorithm was proposed that uses the derivative of
the voltage and the relation between the apparent impedance and
the zone of protection to discriminate between normal operation
and voltage instability cases.
Two systems are studied:
15-bus system developed
by the authors and the
Nordic32 system.
The simulations were
executed in SIMPOW.
[27] The method proposed is based on combining the steady-state
components with the transient components using a state diagram
to discriminate intended trip situations from heavy loading, volt-
age and transient instability.
The system in study is a
parallel transmission line
with double end in-feed.
The simulations were
executed in PSCAD\
EMTDC.
[28] The method proposed is based on the combination of the line
outage distribution factor (LODF), generation shift factor (GSF)-
based power flow estimation method and a secure peer-to-peer
(P2P) communication to secure time to perform remedial control
actions by a defence system during cascaded events.
The system in study is
a six-bus system.
The simulations were
executed in MATLAB
Simulink and SimPow-
erSystemToolbox.
[29] A synchrophasor state estimator taking as input the phasor mea-
surements from different bus locations in the system to discrimi-
nate fault conditions from heavy loading, voltage instability and
power swing cases.
The system in study is a
ten-bus and four gener-
ators system.
The simulations were
executed in an EMTDC
program.
Table A.6: Other Applications.
Paper Method and Inputs Test System Data Sample
[30] A wavelet transform considering the current
and voltage signals at the relay location as in-
put to detect faults by issuing a binary output
signal.
The system in study
is a transmission line
with double end in-
feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\
EMTDC and considers solid ground faults, phase
faults, high impedance ground faults, non-linear
ground faults and different loading levels.
[31] A wavelet transform considering the currents
and voltages at the relay location is used dis-
criminate power swings from faults.
The system in study
is a parallel trans-
mission line with
double end in-feed.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\
EMTDC and considers different swing condi-
tions, different slip frequencies, different types
of fault and fault resistances occurring at differ-
ent locations.
[32] An daptive neurofuzzy inference system (AN-
FIS) is used to detect faults. The input is
composed by the trajectory of the measured
impedance and fault currents amplitude.
The system in study
is a meshed sys-
tem with 3 genera-
tors and 4 lines.
The data sample is obtained using PSCAD\
EMTDC and considers different types of fault,
fault locations (inside the protected zone and out-
side the protected zone), fault resistances, fault
inceptions angles and system impedance ratios.
Appendix B
Test System Characteristics
System Power Base = 100 MVA.
Table B.1: Generators.
Name Bus Pmax (MW) Pmin (MW) Qmax (Mvar) Qmin(Mvar) X”d (pu)
G1 1 120 30 60 -60 0,2
G2 2 120 30 60 -60 0,2
G3 3 120 30 60 -60 0,2
Table B.2: Lines.
Name From Bus To Bus Sn (MVA) Un (kV) R(Ω/km) X (Ω/km) Ysh (mS/km) Length (km)
Line 1 1 4 100 220 0,2484 0,7888 0,0029 150
Line 2 2 5 100 220 0,2484 0,7888 0,0029 100
Line 3 3 6 100 220 0,2484 0,7888 0,0029 100
Table B.3: Transformers.
Name From Bus To Bus Sn (MVA) Usec/Upri (kV) X(%)
T1 1 4 200 150/220 10
T2 2 5 200 150/220 10
T3 3 6 200 150/220 10
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Appendix C
Mho Relay Setting
The setting of the mho relay is in accordance with the stated in 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Since only
3-phase faults are considered in this study the RCA is equal to
• Zone 1: this zone is intended to protect the first 85% of line 1, to do so it was determined
through a process of trial and error that the correct reach is 0.869 of the impedance of
line 1:
Z1reach = |0.869∗Zline1|= 107.79780 (Ω) (C.1)
Z1angle = 6 (0.869∗Zline1) = 72.52033(◦) (C.2)
• Zone 2: 120% of line 1:
Z1reach = |1.2∗Zline1|= 148.85771 (Ω) (C.3)
Z1angle = 6 (1.2∗Zline1) = 72.52033(◦) (C.4)
• Zone 3: according to 2.3.2 this zone should be setted to protect the whole length of
line 3 considering the worst in-feed conditions, in this case this approach would lead
to an enormous dimension of zone 3 due to the variety of in-feed conditions simulated.
To establish a comparison basis for the performance analysis of the mho distance relay
and neural network based fault locator, the in-feed considered in zone 3 is such that the
number of incorrect zone 3 detections (heavy loadings and faults in line 2 detected in
zone 3) is equal in the two cases:
In− f eed = 16.68 (C.5)
Z1reach = |Zline1+ In− f eed ∗Zline3|= 1503.4629 (Ω) (C.6)
Z1angle = 6 (Zline1+ In− f eed ∗Zline3) = 72.52033(◦) (C.7)
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Appendix D
Data Set
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Figure D.1: Power Flow Impedance Points.
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Figure D.2: Line 1 Impedance Points.
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Figure D.3: Line 2 Impedance Points.
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Neural Networks Improving the Performance of the
Distance Protection
Luis Barreira, Vladimiro Miranda and He´lder Leite
Abstract—Neural networks have proven to be an efficient
method for classification. This characteristic makes them ad-
equate to be applied in determining the correct operation of
distance protection relays since it is basically a classification
procedure.
In this paper, in form of long abstract , the efficiency of neural
networks in improving the distance protection performance is
evaluated. To do so, a data set is created encompassing different
pre-fault and fault conditions for a given test system with a
distance relay installed in one of the lines. The data set created
is used for training a neural network based fault locator that
identifies the location of the fault and determines the correct
operation of the distance protection. To finalize the performance
of the neural network scheme developed is compared with the
performance of an mho relay.
The results show that neural networks are an efficient tool for
improving the performance of the distance protection.
Index Terms—Neural Networks, Pre-fault Load Condition,
Intermediate In-feed, Heavy Load
I. INTRODUCTION
COMPUTATIONAL intelligence techniques have beenlargely applied in solving power system problems due
to their unique capacities. Neural networks are one of these
techniques. Between their characteristics, the capacity for
performing input-output mapping and recognizing non-linear
patterns make them suitable to solve the problem of determin-
ing the correct operation of distance protection [1].
Distance protection, or distance relay, is the basis of trans-
mission lines protection. This type of protection system is
responsible for detecting faults in power system lines and
adopting the necessary actions to isolate the faulted line as
quickly as possible. The correct operation of this device is
critical to guarantee the security and reliability of the power
system.
The problem of determining the correct operation of the
distance relay involves classifying the zone where the fault
occurs. This procedure is influenced by different internal and
external factors that hamper the process of classification and
cause the incorrect operation of the distance relay. The relay
operates incorrectly when the apparent impedance seen by the
relay is different from the real short-circuit impedance between
the relay and fault locations, these situations can be classified
into two groups[2]:
• Underreach: the relay does not operate for a disturbance
inside its operation zone. The relay does not operate when
it should.
ee080202@fe.up.pt
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• Overreach: the relay operates for disturbances external
to its protection zone. The relay operates when it should
not.
In this paper the influence of external factors, namely pre-
fault load flow, intermediate in-feed and heavy load, is studied
and a neural network based fault location scheme is proposed
to improve the performance of the distance protection. To
create and evaluate the performance of the solution proposed
a data set is generated encompassing different pre-fault and
fault conditions for a given test system with a distance relay
installed in one of the lines. The data set created is then
used for training the neural network scheme. To finalize the
performance of the solution proposed is compared with the
performance of a mho relay.
II. FAULT SIMULATION MODEL
The focus of this dissertation is to analyse the effects of
external conditions, namely, the pre-fault conditions, in-feed
and heavy load, on the relay performance and propose an
optimized distance protection scheme. For this analysis a data
set was created based on the following assumptions:
• The data sample must cover a wide range of possible
pre-fault loading conditions and line fault locations.
• The system topology must include parallel lines and
intermediate in-feeds.
To obtain a data set according to the factors indicated above,
a simulation was created, inspired on the monte carlo method,
which consists of randomly sampling different operating points
and line faults of a given test system. The test system is a
meshed system, composed by three generators, three lines,
three power transformers and three loads. The relay dimen-
sioned has an mho characteristic and is located in line 1
(see figure 1). Its important to refer that only 3-phase line
faults were included in this study due to time limitations. The
simulation model was implemented in Matlab.
Figure 1: Test System.
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The algorithm behind the sampling process consists in the
following steps:
Operating Condition Sampling
This step consist of determining a system operating condition
by randomly defining the loading level, the power consumed
by each load, the active power generated by each generator
and the specified voltage in each source:
• Loading level: the total active and reactive power con-
sumed by the loads is defined by randomly sampling
a number between the system maximum and minimum
generating capacity.
• Load allocation: for each load a randomly sampled per-
centage of the consumed active and reactive power is
assigned. The total power allocated is equal to the system
loading level.
• Generation allocation: for each source, the active power
produced is randomly defined taking into account that
this value must be within the maximum and minimum
generating capacity of the generator and the total active
power generated must be equal to the total active power
consumed.
• Specified voltage: for each generator a specified voltage
is sampled. This value varies between 0.9 and 1.1 pu.
Operating Condition Calculation
In this step the operating condition sampled in 1 is calcu-
lated using the Newton-Raphson method and the impedance
seen by the distance relay is determined.
Operational Limits Verification
To accept the operating condition sampled as a possible
hypotheses the following operational limits must be verified,
otherwise his power flow is discarded and another one is
sampled:
• Generator reactive power production limits (the reactive
power generated by each generator is a result of the power
flow, so it is not limited in the sampling process).
• Slack bus generator active power production limits (this
value is a result of the power flow and depends on the
system losses so it is not limited in the sampling process
and may exceed the maximum production limit of the
generator).
• Voltage limits at the load buses ( the voltage limits
considered for the load buses are 0.85 pu and 1.15 pu).
• Lines capacity (the power flowing through the lines must
be within their capacity limit).
• Transformer capacity (the power flowing through the
transformers must be within their capacity limit).
Fault Condition
The last step includes sampling the location of the 3-
phase fault and determining the impedance seen by the relay.
The fault sampling process includes determining the line and
distance in which the fault occurs. The distance is a value
that defines the percentage of line between the bus with lower
number connected to the line in question and the fault location.
With this approach all possible relay tripping decisions are
sampled.
III. TOWARDS A NEURAL NETWORK FAULT LOCATOR
Fault location algorithms (see [3]) are used to determine
the location of the fault, so that the service restoration time
and reliability of the system are improved. In this dissertation
a scheme inspired in fault location algorithms is applied to
improve the operation of the relay. The basic concept includes
detecting a fault, identifying the line faulted, determining the
location of the fault within the line and determining the zone.
The effects of intermediate in-feeds and pre-fault loading
condition cause the clusters of faults from the different lines,
when represented in an R-X diagram (where the operating
characteristic of the relay is defined), to define overlapping
zones with non-linear boundaries and disjoint. To obtain a
better classification performance the solution proposed must
be able to define non-linear boundaries and adapt itself to
the pre-fault operating condition. In respect to the distance
estimation process the solution must be able of determining
the location of the fault in the line, from the relationship
between the measured voltage and current signals at the relay
location. The determination of this value for faults in line 1 is
a simple procedure and possible to be executed with a simple
mathematical demonstration, for lines 2 and 3 to obtain the
distance of the fault in the line the in-feeds from the different
sources must be known. Since communication links are not
considered, the method used must be able to determine this
value with only local information.
To consider the pre-fault condition effect the input consists
of a data window of two sequential measures, namely the
voltage and current signals and the angle between them,
measured at the operating moment and these same values
measured in the sample before. With this approach, when
a fault occurs the value measured before is related to the
pre-fault operating condition and the value measured in the
moment is related to the sub-transitory short-circuit condition.
During operation these values are continuously injected in a
pipeline mode: when a new sample enters the sample before
leaves (see figure 2).
Figure 2: Architecture of the Solution.
The option for neural networks for fault detection, line clas-
sification and distance estimation resides in the fact that these
method has the aptitude of recognizing non-linear patterns
and reproducing non-linear functions that cannot be modelled
by mathematical expressions and the capacity of classifying
patterns in a more precise way [1].
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The fault detection and line classification processes are
incorporated in the same neural network. The reason behind
the junction of these two steps is that both of them consist
of a classification process, besides it was observed through
experimentation that this junction does not influence the
performance of neither of the steps. For distance estimation
a neural network is trained for each of the lines in the
system. The neural networks created for both processes are
feedforward.
The fault detection and line classification procedure is a
classification problem. In feedforward neural networks this
type of problems is my be solved by associating a specific
codification to each class. During training, different instances
belonging to different classes are presented as input, and the
desired output is the codification associated with the class of
the instance presented. The objective function is the mean
square error between the output obtained and the respective
target, which is minimized by the training algorithm. The
output obtained is not an integer so this value is rounded to
obtain a classification.
The feedforward neural network used in the fault detection
and line classification block is composed by four layers of
neurons, where the first three layers have the same number of
neurons and the fourth layer is composed of a single neuron.
In the first layer no activation function is applied, in the middle
layer the activation function is a hyperbolic tangent and in the
output layer the activation function is linear.
The estimation of the distance to the fault is a function
approximation problem. Feedforward neural networks, when
applied to function approximation, have the objective of repro-
ducing the unknown function behind the relation between the
pairs of inputs and outputs of a certain manifold [4]. To learn
this relation the minimization of the error between the machine
output and the desired response is applied as the objective
function.
The feedforward neural network used for the fault distance
estimation of each line consists of three layers of neurons
where the activation functions for the middle and output layers
are: hyperbolic tangent and linear (the input layer has no
activation function). For each set of inputs the desired output is
the fault distance. The number of neurons in the middle layer
was defined by a trial and error process so that a compromise
is achieved between the dimension of the hidden layer and the
distance estimation accuracy ( line 1 has 2 neurons, line 2 and
line 3 have both 3 neurons).
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section the performance of the scheme developed is
compared with the performance of a dimensioned mho relay.
The Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm is used in every
test. The neural networks were created using the MATLAB
neural network toolbox. The data set used for training, test and
validation is the one generated in section II. The performance
evaluation is performed by analysing the correct responses to
a validation set composed by 9939 cases of faults in line 1,
9847 cases of faults in line 2, 10214 cases of faults in line 3
and 30000 cases of normal operation.
The perspective adopted in this evaluation aims at identify-
ing and quantifying the incorrect and correct zone classifica-
tion situations. The results obtained by each scheme in zone
classification are presented in table I where OPZ stands for
Out of Protected Zone and NNFL stands for Neural Network
Fault Locator:
Table I: Zone classification performances
Zone Classification Number of Cases
Correct Detected Mho Relay NNFL
Correct
Operations
OPZ OPZ 39756 39756
Zone 1 Zone 1 8505 8505
Zone 2 Zone 2 2410 2478
Zone 3 Zone 3 8176 9041
Incorrect
Operations
OPZ Zone 3 91 91
Zone 3 OPZ 1062 129
In table I it is observed that the NNFL and the mho relay
obtain different classifications in three cases: for faults in Zone
2 classified has Zone 2, for faults in Zone 3 classified has
Zone 3 and for faults in Zone 3 classified as OPZ. The first
two cases represent correct operations, the difference observed
arises due to the assumptions admitted in classifying a certain
operation as correct or incorrect for faults in the boundary of
zone 2 and 3 and show that for the NNFL Zone 2 has a longer
reach. The last case represents incorrect classifications where
the fault occurs in line 3 and the relay does not issue a trip
decision. In this case the NNFL obtained a better performance,
reducing the number of incorrect cases from 1062 to 129.
The cases where the correct classification is OPZ and
the classification obtained is Zone 3 also represent incorrect
decisions. Although the number of occurrences is equal for
both of the schemes, the cases that they represent are different:
the mho relay is composed by 39 cases of faults in line 2 and
53 heavy load conditions while the NNFL is composed by 91
cases of faults in line 2.
V. CONCLUSION
Neural networks performing pattern recognition are efficient
in discriminating non fault from fault conditions (100% of cor-
rect decisions for the validation set tested), thereby eliminating
the cases of incorrect operation due to heavy load conditions.
The solution proposed improves the performance of the
relay in zone 3, increasing the number of correctly detected
zones in 933 cases when compared to a mho relay for the
validation set tested.
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